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This course (apart from chapter 8) is based on the book "Python for Biologists":

http://pythonforbiologists.com/ 
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Files again?

In chapter 2 you already learned how to read/write single 
files.

However, sometimes we have to deal with many files in 
different folders.

Python is often used as the glue between other programs 
when developing analysis pipelines:

barcode
splitting

fastq fastq
  script

fastq reference
mapping

...

meta
stats



  

Chapter 7: Files, programs and user input

In this chapter you will learn how to:

1. list and manipulate (move, delete, rename) files and 
folders

2. run external programs

3. write flexible scripts that can ask the user for input



  

Paths in different operation systems

To access files we have to specify a path to their location.

Unix-based operation systems (OS's) use a different notation 
than Windows.

Linux/Mac: /path/to/my/file.txt

Windows: c:\path\to\my\file.txt

If we want to write code that works on all platforms, we have 
to abstract from the specific implementations. 



  

More differences between OS's

➢ Unix-bases OS's use "\n" for line endings, Windows 
uses "\r\n"

➢ Windows has different concept of file permissions than 
Unix-based OS's

Luckily, there are python modules, that help us to deal with 
the differences:

● os: can handle paths
● shutil: provides shell utilities



  

Renaming and moving files

Use the function rename in the os module to rename a file:

rename can also be used to move files:

folders can be renamed in the same way:

import os
os.rename("old.txt", "new.txt")

import os
os.rename("/old/path/file.txt", "/new/path/file.txt")

import os
os.rename("/path/to/old_folder", "/path/to/new_folder")



  

Creating directories

directories (i.e. folders) can be created with the mkdir 
(sounds familiar?) function:

If you want to create several nested folders, use makedirs:

os.mkdir("my_folder")

os.makedirs("top/middle/bottom")



  

Copying a file

To copy (rather than move) a file, use the copy function in the 
shutil module:

To copy a directory, use the copytree function:

import shutil
shutil.copy("original.txt", "copy.txt")

shutil.copytree("my_folder", "your_folder")



  

Testing if a file exists

When performing operations on files, it is good practice to 
first check if the file to work with exists!

The exists function in the os.path module knows:

if os.path.exists("my_folder/copy.txt"):
    os.rename("my_folder/copy.txt", "old.txt")



  

Deleting files

A file can be deleted using os.remove:

An empty directory can be deleted with os.rmdir:

A directory and its contained files can be deleted using 
shutil.rmtree:

os.remove("crappy_folder/crappy_file.txt")

os.rmdir("crappy_folder")

os.rmtree("/tmp/old_data")



  

Listing directory contents

If you want to know what is in your current directory (which is 
referred to by ".") use os.listdir:

The same works for every other directory:

for file_name in os.listdir("."):
print("one file name is " + file_name)

for file_name in os.listdir("/var/log"):
print("one file name is " + file_name)



  

Recap (file system operations)

In this unit you learned about you learned how to manipulate 
files and folders. Here's a summary of the functions used:

function comment shell
os.rename move files or folders mv

os.mkdir create folder mkdir

os.makedirs create folder and subfolders mkdir -p

shutil.copy copy file cp

shutil.copytree copy folder cp

os.path.exists check if file/folder exists [ -e ]

os.remove delete file rm

os.rmdir delete empty folder rmdir

shutil.rmtree delete folder and contents rm -r

os.listdir list folder content ls



  

Running a program

external programs can be executed with subprocess.call:

any output is printed to the screen:

parameters can also be passed to the program:

import subprocess
subprocess.call("/bin/date")

>>> subprocess.call("/bin/date")
Sun Apr 27 21:09:30 CEST 2014
0

>>> subprocess.call("/bin/date -u", shell=True)
Sun Apr 27 19:14:33 UTC 2014
0



  

Getting a programs output

call a program and get its output with 
subprocess.check_output:

Tip: it might be a good idea to "rtrim" the output to remove 
trailing newlines

time = subprocess.check_output("/bin/date -u", shell=True)



  

Writing flexible scripts

● Whenever we write filenames, sequences etc. directly into 
a script, this is referred to as hard-coded data.

● What if we want to open a different file? Change the code?

● Scripts are more flexible when they separate data from 
code, so that e.g. filenames can be provided from the 
outside when calling the script.

● Generally, we can achieve that in two different ways

1.  ask the user to enter values after the script was called

2.  make the script accept command line arguments



  

Ask the user to input values

Ask the user for input with the input function:

input always returns a string, convert it if you need a 
different type

Asking for input gives your program an interactive touch

BUT

not really convenient for long-running scripts (imagine you 
have to wait 2-3h until the next question appears...)

filename = input("Which input file?\n")
print("Loading data from " + filename)



  

Command line arguments

Data necessary for the execution of a program can be 
provided as command line arguments:

Within the script, the supplied values are accessible in the 
sys.argv list:

(name of the program is always first element in the list)

values in sys.argv are strings (convert them if needed)

$ python3 my_program.py param1 param2

import sys
for argument in sys.argv:
    print("One parameter was: " + argument)



  

A word on error checking

● "The Zen of Python" says:
"Errors should never pass silently."

● Another programming principle is: 
"Fail gracefully."

● A lot of effort is needed to make your programs safe

– check input values for sanity! (e.g. if files exist)

– always check the output of external programs for 
errors

– anticipate what might go wrong
→ trust Murphy's law on this ;-)



  

Recap (external programs, data input)

In the second part of this chapter, you learned about:

● ways of calling external programs

1. running programs with subprocess.call

2. run and get the output of a program with 
subprocess.check_output

● how to get user input from outside the script

1. ask the user with the input function

2. get command line parameters in sys.argv



  

Exercise 7-1: Binning DNA sequences

Input data: DNA sequences from files with extension *.dna

(The sequences will have different lengths.)

Write a program that 

a)creates 9 output folders for different sequence lengths:
"100-199", "200-299", …, "900-999"

b)writes each sequence to an individual file in the 
appropriate folder.



  

Digression: Kmers

● A kmer is a word of length k

● A text of length n contains n-k+1 kmers

● Kmers and kmer counting are important tools in 
many bioinformatic algorithms

TCTTGAGAAATATCTAAGAAGTCTATGATTTTCCGCAACAGGAT
TCTTGA
 CTTGAG
  TTGAGA
   TGAGAA
    GAGAAA
     AGAAAT
      GAAATA
       AAATAT
        AATATC

                                    CAACAG
                                     ACAGGA
                                      CAGGAT

...



  

Exercise 7-2: Kmer counting

Input data: DNA sequences from files with extension *.dna

(The sequences will have different lengths.)

Write a program that

a)calculates the number of all kmers of a given length 
across all DNA sequences 

b)displays just the ones that occur more than a given 
number of times. 

Your program should take two command line arguments:

1.  kmer length

2.  cutoff number
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